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Abstract. Open Source Software is a term used to identify software developed
and released under an “open source” license, meaning that under certain
conditions; it is openly available for use, inspection, modification, and for
redistribution free of cost (or with cost based on the license agreement).
Incorporation of OSS while developing software can reduce time and cost of
development. The nature of the work force (volunteers and paid) in OSS
projects is transient and results in high turnover leading to knowledge loss. In
this work, we explore the phenomenon of knowledge loss in OSS projects.
Maintenance of OSS projects requires knowledge, typically shared
asynchronously using technology-mediated channels. Knowledge sought in this
manner is reactive in the sense that a developer will consult these channels
looking for possible solutions or supporting information. We follow the
backward snowballing to study the relevant literature on knowledge loss in
OSS. Our work suggests that proactive knowledge exchange mechanisms may
bring some benefits to OSS projects. Further integration of knowledge
management practices with the established OSS practices can minimise
knowledge loss.
Keywords: Software Development Process; Open Source Software;
Knowledge Loss; Knowledge Retention Process; Open Source Software
Contributor.

1

Introduction

Open Source Software (OSS) is a term used to identify software developed and
released under an “open source” license that complies with Open Source Definition
(OSD). The OSD uses either a short definition based on four criteria as in the Free
Software Foundation (FSF) or a longer version based on ten criteria as in the Open
Source Initiative (OSI). The difference between these two definitions is only of
language while underlying meaning and outcome is the same. “The freedom to use,
change, sell, or give away the software, the availability of source code, and the
protection of authors’ intellectual property rights are the central tenets of the OSD”

[1]. Users with technical inclination can use, freely access the code, inspect, modify
and redistribute the software [2]. However, the freedom to use source code from an
OSS project and its distribution varies based on which category of OSS license
agreement is applied. There are three main categories of OSS licenses based on their
degree of restrictiveness: Strong-copyleft, weak-copyleft and non-copyleft [3]. A
strong-copyleft or restrictive license requires that any derivatives of the original
software are also licensed in a similar manner. Weak-copyleft licenses allow the
derivatives of the software to be released under different license. Non-copyleft
licenses allow the software including derivatives to be redistributed under a different
license than the original one. While free software mostly identifies with GNU Public
License (GPL), OSS license agreements may vary based on the incorporation of the
software that can be either propriety or free. Another term to represent free software is
Free Open Source Software (FOSS). The term “free” in FOSS was not considered by
some to adequately express the notion of freedom and consequently, in 2001, the
European Commission (EC) introduced the term Free/Libre Open Source Software
(FLOSS), to avoid taking sides in the debate and to stay neutral on the distinction
between free software and open-source software. OSS projects are of varying sizes
and at times involve commercial firms who heavily depend on OSS system [4]. A
survey conducted in 2015 reported that almost 78% of companies run operations on
open source software and 66% of companies have incorporated open source software
to create products for customers [5].
In OSS projects, maintenance and development are not considered as two separate
phases of software development lifecycle [6]. Software maintenance is the field which
is concerned with the evolution of a software system after its initial release [6]. In
Closed Source Software (CSS) or traditional software development, the maintenance
phase starts after the software is complete, authorised and running [7]. Whereas in
OSS projects, the source code may be released before it is complete or in workable
form; and the maintenance activities in OSS start when system is still in the initial
stage of development [6]. The OSS system, already in phase-out stage, experience a
rebirth when other contributors start contributing with new enhancements [7].
Maintenance in an OSS system is the source of continuous evolution and requires
knowledge in various forms. In order to solve a problem, a software developer has to
understand existing source codes, design a solution, program the solution, and test it.
The nature of the OSS work force (volunteers and paid) is transient and results in high
turnover on projects. This turnover leads to knowledge loss on OSS projects [8]. As a
potential solution to the knowledge loss situation in OSS projects we introduce the
concept of Knowledge Management (KM).
1.1 Knowledge Management
It is important to clarify the distinction between the terms data, information, and
knowledge. Data represents observations and facts without any contextual meaning,
whereas information is the result of associating data with a meaningful context [9]. In
order to convert data into information, it must be contextualized, categorised,
calculated and condensed [9]. Knowledge is driven from information [9], it is the
product of an individual’s experience and accumulates as a result of communication
or inference [10]. In a general sense, knowledge may be categorised as either explicit

or tacit (or implicit) [11]. Tacit knowledge comprises of skills learned due to the
personal capabilities of contributors and if not documented, remains confined to an
individual, whereas explicit knowledge is available in documented form [11]. At an
organisational level, knowledge is created as a result of the interaction between the
tacit and explicit knowledge [11]. Accumulated tacit knowledge is lost when
contributors leave projects. Knowledge loss is a problem constantly faced due to
employees leaving an organisation [12-14] and it is reported in OSS projects [15-17],
where the majority of contributors are typically volunteers. The duration of volunteer
participation in OSS projects is considered to be unpredictable [18], with the
phenomenon of volunteers joining and leaving at their own discretion being more
common in OSS projects when compared with employee-based arrangements that are
typical in CSS [18].
In order to reduce the impact of knowledge loss on the organisation’s productivity and
on product’s quality, organisations invest in KM processes. KM is defined as the
approach adopted by an organisation to engage workers in relevant activities of
creating, managing, sharing and reusing knowledge [19].
The purpose of this work is to explore the problem of knowledge loss in OSS due to
the transient profile of contributors and to examine the affect this may have on
productivity and quality of the project. In section 2, we will explore the literature
related to OSS knowledge loss and further inspect KM activities in OSS projects. In
section 3, we interpret the findings from section. We conclude this work in section 4
by proposing directions for future research.

2

Related Literature

In this section, we explore the existing literature relevant to the problem of knowledge
loss. In order to identify the literature, the initial step was to find the key set of papers
related to the topic. Different search strings were used on Google Scholar such as
“knowledge loss in open source software”, “knowledge loss in free libre open source
software”, and “knowledge loss in free open source software”.

Figure 1: Mind map of related literature on OSS knowledge loss

Key papers of interest were identified using this approach and these formed the
initial review corpus. While evaluating the core area of interest, backward snowballing
was employed on the initial set of papers. Backward snowballing refers to the process
of extending the literature review on the basis of following the trail offered up by the
initial set of paper identified [20]. Accordingly, further works of interest were
selected from the reference list of initially selected papers. In combination with the
term “open source software”, other terms relating to knowledge management were
also searched on Google Scholar consisting of “knowledge sharing”, “knowledge
creation”, “knowledge reuse”, “knowledge retention”, “knowledge acquisition ”, and
“knowledge capture”. The themes consolidated from the collected papers are depicted
in Figure 1. Each rectangle represents the theme found in the papers and line
represents a connection between two themes.
Section 2.1 explains the problem of knowledge loss in OSS, followed by section
2.2 that describes the contributor profile as observed in OSS projects and its
implication for knowledge loss. Finally, section 2.3 elaborates on KM related
activities in OSS project.
2.1 Knowledge Loss in Open Source Software Projects
Evolution of OSS projects result in evolving teams of contributors who are constantly
joining, leaving, or changing their role in the project. The phenomenon of resources
joining and leaving in this fashion is referred as ‘turnover’ [21]. The contributor
turnover leads to knowledge loss in OSS projects. In many large OSS projects, a high
turnover has been observed leading to the formation of the new development teams
[8]. Knowledge loss impacts the productivity of the OSS projects in two ways: 1) The
effort required to acquire knowledge to perform the maintenance tasks; and 2) The
loss of effort when code is orphaned and removed from the project.

In order to write quality software code knowledgeable contributors are required.
Searching knowledge is argued to be time consuming and costly [22]. The search
efforts can vary depending on the source and the level of details. A post or a query on
the project mailing list require less efforts while searching through the results of
search engine or examining the clues into source code documentation is time
consuming [22]. A study on the GNOME1 project reported that 30 months’ time is
needed for the contributor to understand the software code and to make a contribution
[23]. Developers gradually become productive taking more than a year’s time on a
project to reach productivity plateau [24]. The time to complete distributed tasks is
estimated to be three times longer than for co-located tasks [25].
The time required by a new person to learn the inner workings of the project when
experienced contributors leave, causes considerable productivity loss [17]. In-depth
understanding of software code and interconnecting file structure is not required to
complete simple tasks. On the other hand, contributors may have difficulty
performing non-trivial tasks due to ‘information blocking’, unavailability of the
relevant information to complete a task [17]. The productivity of the contributor and
overall project suffers due to the information blocking and a lack of understanding of
the code base. According to estimates, information blocking consumes 60% of
developers efforts [26].
During the preparation of a release, contributors make changes to align their work
with the goals of the release [6]. As abandoned code increases on the project, the
numbers of reported defects increase as well [27]. The maintenance of abandoned
code is difficult because the team lacks knowledge of its creation and structure [15,
25]. The source code that remains unmaintained (unless a legacy system) has an
element of uncertainty for the development team since the contributors who wrote it
have left the project [17]. Removal of unmaintained code results in loss of existing
functionality and may impact users of the system [6].
2.2 Contributors in Open Source Software Projects
Contributors are the knowledge workers in OSS projects. The development style in
OSS projects is distinguished from CSS by the term: ‘cathedral and bazaar’ [28].
‘Cathedral’ refers to closed approach of software development with a smaller group
of developers having an access to the source code. On the contrary, ‘Bazaar’ refers to
an open approach of software development with a large number of volunteers having
an access to the source code to contribute on new requirements, bug fixes, and defect
reporting. It is argued that a typical OSS project starts with a cathedral development
and then transitions to bazaar development style [28]. In a large community of
contributors, “the bazaar”, the code is under review by many, which has an effect
similar to self-corrective mechanism as in peer-review process [28]. Even though the
OSS code is openly accessible, the code review is conducted by limited number of
contributors [29], who have earned their status by meritocracy and have proven their
skills, experience and expertise while working on the project.
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GNOME is a well-known large libre project sponsored by several companies.
https://www.gnome.org/foundation/

In OSS, each project is an equivalent of an organization in traditional software
industry or CSS. The development in OSS is completed in independent, self-assigned,
and parallel streams without much coordination due to geographical dispersion [6].
There are two main roles of contributors in OSS projects, developers, and users.
Developers contribute in the open source community in a distributed virtual
environment and users in parallel provide their feedback. In OSS, developer and the
user can be the same person who may contribute the code and test the software in
user’s role.
The layered structure called an onion model represents contributors in the OSS
community [30]. The teams in OSS community consist of core, co-developer, active
users, and passive users. The core is a small group of highly skilled and experienced
members, responsible for most of the code development and ensures the design and
evolution of the project. Co-developers contribute by reviewing or modifying the
code or by bug fixes. Active users contribute bug reports or feature request but do not
contribute any code. Passive users are the users of the code and do not make any
contibution and their number is difficult to predict. However, in Linux developer
organise themselves into two groups core and periphery [31]. The core in Linux
project consists of project leader and hundreds of maintainers. Periphery is a large
group of developers further divided into two teams: development and bug reporting.
Based on the demonstration of skills and abilities on the project, the users transcend in
onion model towards becoming a core member. A contributor can simultaneously
perform more than one role in the OSS project. For example, a contributor can be a
core member responsible for code commits and at the same time tester of the code.
The onion model is used in the literature to assess the difference in the progress of
volunteers and commercially involved developers [23]. Volunteers joining the OSS
project follow the onion model and contribute based on the meritocracy, while hired
developers get integrated into the project faster [23]. The reason for the difference in
the progression level of volunteers and hired members on GNOME project is due to
variance in knowledge accessible to both kinds of contributors.
OSS project collaborations can be of three types: community-based, non-profit
organisation and commercially based. Community-based open source projects take
their organisational form from an Internet-based community, and the developers are
mostly the volunteers [31]. Volunteers collaborate in OSS projects in their free time
and do not directly profit economically in any way from their efforts [18]. The
intention of the volunteer to participate in OSS projects is to learn new skills,
contribute code and develop a reputation within the OSS community that may in the
future result in career opportunities [32]. Another motivation for the volunteers is
related to the feeling of satisfaction, competence, and fulfilment from code writing
called intrinsic motivation [33]. Managing volunteer contributors can cause certain
problems not evident in traditional software development [34]. Apache project is
managed by volunteers, who are otherwise full time developers. Debian is another
project with 100% volunteers who are responsible for tasks including maintaining
software packages, supporting the server infrastructure, developing Debian-specific
software.
In non-profit organisation OSS projects, developers are either paid workers or
volunteers. The project is mature enough and is funded similar to a formal
organisation. There is still some element of community projects maintained in such

projects, for example, Apache Software Foundation [35]. In commercially involved
OSS projects, a software company sponsors projects and employs majority of
contributors. A commercial company, Netscape, managed Mozilla project in the past.
Companies like IBM, HP, SUN (now acquired by Oracle), sponsor OSS projects in
which major contributors are paid developers [36].
Such a vast community of OSS project contributors and diverse collaborations
raise concerns on acquiring distributed knowledge on software development.
Software development knowledge is said to be distributed among developers [37]. In
OSS projects, a small subset of contributors called core members make major code
contributions (80%) [38]. Knowledge when distributed among a small group of
contributors in OSS projects, one person leaving can cause the loss of 80% files in the
system [15]. On the contrary, when knowledge distributes across a larger group of
contributors, one person leaving causes minimum loss of files, as seen in the case of
Linux project [15]. OSS projects require uniform distribution of knowledge with a
mechanism that resonates with its dynamic work structure.
2.3 Knowledge Management in Open Source Software
Knowledge Management is one of the social processes and a major area of
research in Open Source Software (OSS). OSS development is a knowledge-intensive
activity and managing knowledge is a challenging task [4]. In this section we identify
the knowledge related activities in OSS projects namely knowledge creation and
knowledge sharing. Further, we discuss the knowledge barriers faced in OSS projects
and details on knowledge retention process used in organisations.
2.3.1

Knowledge Creation in OSS Projects

Knowledge creation in OSS differs from the CSS [31]. A comparison of knowledge
creation in OSS and CSS is given based on the five organising principles: Intellectual
property ownership, membership restrictions, authority and incentives, knowledge
distribution across organisational and geographical boundaries, and dominant mode of
communication [31]. In case of CSS, the knowledge is owned by the organisation
with an access given to employees hired. The employees are paid for their work, and
the knowledge distribution is within the boundaries of the firm, mostly with face-toface communication. While in the case of community based model the knowledge and
membership is open to public and contribution is from members (mostly volunteers).
Distribution of knowledge in community based models extends outside the
community, and the dominant mode of communication is technology based (similar to
CSS distributed development).
In OSS, the knowledge creation follows community based model and involves
interaction of contributors on a larger scale than in CSS. Knowledge creation takes
place when individuals are collectively working and interacting on a task and are
constantly acquiring relevant information. Knowledge creation is through social
interaction among individuals and organisations, and it is dynamic in nature [11].
Nonaka et al. proposed knowledge creation process, they explain conversion of
tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge, which is then “crystalized.” Explicit
knowledge is retained by the relevant organisation and becomes the basis of new
knowledge [11]. The process of knowledge creation is based on four modes of

knowledge conversion: Socialisation, Externalisation, Internalisation, and
Combination are coined as SECI. Socialisation is the sharing of experience and results
in the creation of new tacit knowledge from the existing tacit knowledge.
Externalisation is the conversion of tacit knowledge to explicit knowledge.
Externalisation results into the articulated knowledge. Combination is the addition of
the new explicit knowledge to the existing explicit knowledge in the knowledge
system. Internalisation is the conversion of explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge. In
internalisation, knowledge is acquired from artifacts in explicit form, and new mental
models are created again resulting in tacit knowledge.
Nonaka’s knowledge assets are produced as the results of inputs and outputs of the
knowledge creation process SECI [11]. Knowledge created from socialisation among
project members, results in intangible knowledge based on skills and expertise.
Knowledge created from socialisation is made explicit through externalisation and
results in conceptual knowledge assets such as product’s concepts and design.
Knowledge integrated with the existing explicit knowledge through combination
results in systemic knowledge assets. Examples of systemic knowledge assets are
documentations, specifications, and manuals. The explicit knowledge, when acquired
by an individual converts to tacit knowledge by internalisation results in routine
knowledge assets. The examples of routine knowledge assets are know-how in daily
operations, organisation routines and operations.
The process of knowledge creation as detailed through SECI, can be used to
understand knowledge creation in OSS projects. In OSS projects, contributors acquire
knowledge from communication channels like Internet Relay Chat (IRC), mailing
lists, posting on blogs and online resources. As a result, the new tacit knowledge is
created similar to socialisation mode in SECI. The resulting communication is in
explicit form but not very well structured. A Conversion to externalisation mode will
apply to OSS projects, if the unstructured information is formally documented and
made available to OSS community. Even though tacit knowledge to some extent is
converted to explicit but it remains in unstructured form and is not readily available
for reuse. Further, it is also time consuming for the contributors to search for the
required information through unstructured communication archives. The combination
and internalisation mode of SECI are not traceable in OSS projects. Knowledge loss
occurs when during the process of knowledge creation tacit knowledge is not made
explicit and is not retained for future reuse [39].
2.3.2

Knowledge Sharing in OSS Projects

In OSS projects, knowledge sharing is an ongoing activity in an intensely peopleoriented and self-organised community [40]. As we shall demonstrate, this activity
might also be considered to be characterised as both reactive and somewhat
disorganised. In such a setup, knowledge is dispersed in the community of
contributors interacting on a project and is not limited within a small group [41].
Knowledge sharing is through asynchronous means of communication and with a
collection of artifacts, which are publicly available for reuse.
Knowledge is stored in repositories namely Concurrent Versions Systems (CVS),
Subversion (SVN), Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs), project websites, blogs, bug
reporting and bug tracking databases (e.g. Bug Tracking System BTS) . Knowledge is

also believed to be archived in the artefacts available to public such as mailing lists
and knowledge sharing can be quantified by analysing the mailing lists exchange
among the listed members in OSS projects [40]. The contributors in CSS share
software coding knowledge as a part of their job, while contributors in OSS share
knowledge voluntarily [42]. It is argued that contributors in OSS communities involve
in free advice and tacit knowledge sharing to a larger extent than formal CSS
organisations [42]. In OSS communities knowledge sharing can be associated to
social motivation [43]. Social motivation such as supportive behaviour influences the
behaviour of contributors and their performance. There is also intrinsic motivation for
the knowledge provider such as altruism or learning, by helping others solve
problems.
Connecting contributors in a social network also enhances mutual knowledge and
skills among them [32]. A strong social network and without any extrinsic reward
system may result in effective knowledge sharing [42]. A formal coordination
mechanism can provide better visibility of contributions from other team members.
Contributors can be more informed about the contributions made by others members
working in OSS projects.
Gamification is another emerging form of knowledge sharing in OSS communities
[44]. The community members vote upon the questions and answers posted on a site,
the numbers of votes reflect on the poster’s reputation and seen as a measure of their
expertise by the potential employer. Gamification element on sites is found to have
increased the engagement of the participants and popularity of the site. In OSS
community gamification element is argued to provide a better visibility of
contributors activities [44].
The social media sites also serve for contributors to learn, collaborate, share
knowledge and interact with users of software [44]. Contributors contribute on
software development social media sites such as GitHub for coding, Jira to track
issues, StackExchange network for question answer website, StackOverflow for
professional programmers, and CrossValidated for statisticians and data miners.
Although knowledge sharing activates are taking place in OSS projects, the
mechanisms to articulate tacit knowledge are non-existing.
2.3.3

Knowledge Barriers and Knowledge Retention in OSS

While knowledge barriers cause inhibition in the innovation and learning process of
organisations, knowledge retention (KR) is the ultimate goal of an organisation
striving to innovate and improve performance. The inaccessibility to a certain kind of
knowledge can delay the contributions on development activities by a contributor
[45]. We focus on two kinds of barriers namely contribution barriers and knowledge
sharing barriers. The limited knowledge of programming language, difficulty level of
algorithms, complexity of technologies and source code used in OSS, can cause
contribution barriers [46]. Computer languages are complex and difficult to learn with
intertwined modules, so an understanding of existing architecture is required to
contribute to an inter-dependent module [46]. The barriers for the newcomers to
contribute in a OSS project are the lack of knowledge on project practices, lack of
documentation, understanding information flow, unclear comments, and outdated
documentation [45].

Knowledge sharing barriers are categorised into three levels: individual,
organisational and technological [47]. Individual level barriers that limit knowledge
sharing are a lack of time, lack of trust, a person who is unconsciously not aware of
the possessed knowledge and lack of social network. While discussing distributed
global communities to facilitate knowledge, language barriers, lack of common
terminology, and lack of trust all inhibit knowledge sharing [12]. On the
organisational level, barriers including non-supporting environment and culture lead
to unsuccessful knowledge sharing. On the technological level, barriers to knowledge
sharing are a lack of training, lack of communication on the benefits of technology,
unsuitable technology, and reluctance to use technology.
The removal of obstacles due to knowledge flow in projects has the potential for a
decrease in labour cost, improved schedule observance, and better final product
quality [48]. The top five problematic knowledge flows were divided into two
categories: difficulties with the online storage and retrieval of documents, and intrateam communication. The first category relates to explicit knowledge flow problems,
while the second relates to tacit knowledge [48]. In addition to the identification of
knowledge barriers, KR processes are also required within an organisation for
knowledge to be accessible for the future reuse. In OSS projects, KR processes do not
exist as in CSS organisations. Knowledge retention relates to capturing knowledge in
an organisation and is an important aspect of KM. Knowledge retention mainly comes
into focus when an employee is leaving. Three things indicate the need of a KR
mechanism in an organisation: Lack of knowledge and an overly long time to acquire
it is due to steep learning curves; People repeating mistakes and performing rework
because they forget what they learned from previous projects; Chances of individuals
owning key knowledge becoming unavailable [49].
Knowledge retention can be seen as a way of embedding and enabling knowledge
within an organisation and a critical factor for sustainable performance [50]. It is an
effort-demanding task to identify potential knowledge for the organisation. The
structure of the organisation in the context of how well it supports knowledge
retention is of importance. Once the person who has the potential knowledge leaves
the organisation, it is hard to retain this knowledge.
Codification and personalisation are considered useful strategies for knowledge
bases to be further used in knowledge intensive activities like software development
[51]. In knowledge bases, codification captures electronic information and
personalisation deals with the ways humans’ use and process knowledge.
Organizations implement codification strategy to encourage the reuse of explicit
knowledge. The core techniques designed to retain knowledge in an organisation are
mainly dependent on its knowledge-sharing practices. The techniques that facilitate
knowledge capture, sharing, and reapplication are after-action reviews, communities
of practice, face-to-face meetings, mentoring programs, expert referral services, video
conferencing, interviews, written reports, use of training and technology-based
systems to transfer the knowledge [12].

3

Discussion

In a large, geographically dispersed and dynamic OSS community, contributors vary
in their skills and experiences. The quality of contributions (mostly the source code)

on the projects reflects a contributor’s expertise and skills [15]. Knowledge sharing in
OSS communities is mainly by asynchronous communication and typically involves
mailing lists, blogs, forums, and Internet Relay Chat (IRC). Researchers have utilised
OSS project mailing list data in various studies and it is thought to be one of the
primary communication mechanisms in OSS projects [52]. However, the knowledge
shared suffers from only partial coverage [17] and it can lack effective levels of
organisation. OSS project knowledge may be abruptly lost when volunteers cease to
contribute, and with knowledge not shared (existing in tacit form), the impact on the
overall health of the project can be very damaging [17]. In effect, the stability of OSS
projects and their success are dependent on contributor retention [53], or perhaps
more precisely on the retention of knowledge contributor [54] either through directly
sustaining contributors on the project or by co-opting individual knowledge into the
collective knowledge sphere.
The removal of knowledge flow obstacles in projects has the potential for a
decrease in labour cost, improved schedule observance, and better final product
quality [48]. We propose that certain proactive knowledge acquisition practices will
reduce the total cost of knowledge exchange in OSS projects, thereby improving the
project productivity. Techniques to identify the critical knowledge will be a necessary
first step to improving the current position, though we expect that there will be a
challenge in striking the appropriate balance between proactive and reactive
knowledge management, and this must somehow take account of the preference of
contributors for these two different styles of knowledge exchange.
As we have demonstrated, OSS communities are mainly composed of volunteers
who cannot be constrained to work permanently on the project [18] or to share their
knowledge. The challenging task is how to orchestrate knowledge management in
such a dynamic and dispersed community as OSS, especially as open source projects
become larger and more widely adopted. This we suggest is not just a concern for the
custodians of OSS projects but also for the consumers of the OSS itself. A private
company may be motivated not just by the immediate cost saving in adopting an OSS
project, but they may also be concerned with the maintainability of the OSS into the
future as a strategic product development decision. In this respect, we envisage that a
set of OSS knowledge management principles may be a product of our research and
we have already undertaken some limited work in this direction.
Having established the absence of research on knowledge loss in the OSS project
space, we propose to undertake a sustained investigation of this problem and to aid
this exercise; we have established the following two research questions. We expect
that further research questions will be identified as our research evolves.
• RQ1. Which knowledge management practices enable an effective
knowledge management strategy for OSS projects?
• RQ2. How can knowledge management practices be integrated with
established work practices in OSS projects?

4

Conclusion

From our review of the related literature, we conclude that knowledge management in
OSS projects has received only indirect or superficial treatment, and we have found

no single substantial examination of the reactive and proactive knowledge strategy for
OSS projects. In OSS projects, contributors are not obliged to notify the project
community when they leave. The general mechanism of knowledge retention in
software firms may sometimes be reactive in nature, triggered when an employee is
leaving but even then, the opportunity for knowledge repatriation into the
organisation will endure at least to the extent that the employee is cooperative and
within the notice period that is typical in contemporary employment contracts.
Conversely, in OSS projects a contributor may simply fall off the project radar –
without notice and perhaps also unnoticed by the project – thereby eliminating any
opportunity for reactive knowledge repatriation. Therefore, a proactive approach to
retain knowledge is instinctively appealing for OSS projects.
In summary, we have investigated the published literature into knowledge loss in
OSS projects, finding that there has been insufficient treatment of this concern to date.
We also find that given the nature of OSS projects, proactive knowledge management
mechanisms may be especially important, for example, because of the highly
fragmented and transient nature of OSS project contributors. Given the popularity of
OSS and its widespread and growing adoption, we believe that there is benefit in
examining mechanisms to promote proactive knowledge management in OSS
projects, and that these benefits can be shared by both contributors to and consumers
of OSS.
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